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The U.S. Department of the 

Interior formally nominated 

the Poverty Point Site, to the 

List of World Heritage Sites in 

January 2013. This list of 

places important to cultural 

and natural history of the 

world is administered by 

UNESCO. See page 11  
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Report on the 39th Annual Meeting of the LAS: A Descriptive Account of the Events on  

February 22-24, 2013, as Partially Recollected by the Program Chair 

By Mark A. Rees, University of Louisiana-Lafayette 

 
The LAS held its 39th annual meeting in the 

lavish Lafayette Hilton on the banks of the scenic 

Bayou Vermilion, in the heart of Acadiana. The 

meeting got off to a gradual yet more than adequate 

start with meetings of the Louisiana Division of 

Archaeology and LAS Executive Committee on 

Friday afternoon. Old friends and former colleagues 

greeted visitors and new arrivals during registration. 

Only a hardy few were diverted by a subdued and 

brief cash bar reception into the early evening. 

By comparison, Saturday morning commenced 

abruptly with little fanfare, as the more serious part of 

the meeting got underway. Presentations during the 

morning sessions addressed lithic technology and 

diagnostics at Fort Polk and in central Louisiana, 

those wondrous Evans points, the importance of 

dietary fat among the builders of Poverty Point, and 

the uniqueness of Poverty Point in its recent 

nomination as a World Heritage site. Following a 

brief coffee break, attendees heard papers on 

investigations at the Little Woods sites in Orleans 

Parish, the Lac St. Agnes site in Avoyelles Parish, the 

Feltus site on the Natchez Bluffs of Mississippi, the 

Sims site in St. Charles Parish, and the Toncrey site in 

Plaquemines Parish.  

The afternoon sessions covered a plethora of 

topics ranging from the Parchman site in Mississippi 

and salt works in northwestern and west-central 

Louisiana, to applications of GIS in New Orleans and 

a nineteenth-century sugar house on Avery Island. In 

between, there were other excellent presentations on 

the Spanish colonial outpost of Galveztown in 

Ascension Parish, the Highland and St. Peter Street 

cemeteries in Baton Rouge and New Orleans, and 

Storyville era in New Orleans.  

A full day of presentations was capped with papers on 

integrating archaeology into urban planning and the 

National Center for Preservation Technology and 

Training (NCPTT). In all, 22 papers were presented 

by 28 contributors in the well-appointed Salon A.  

I should not fail to mention three nice-looking 

and informative posters in the Portico Foyer. On-

lookers were treated to graphic descriptions of the 

Hare Hammock site in Florida, ceramics from. 

 

 

Galveztown, and 1200 year-old giant amphibians 

from the Atchafalaya Basin  

With so many presentations and so much 

material, this year’s LAS meeting might have been 

one of the busiest and most informative in decades. 

Also, several participants commented that the 

presentations moved along like finely-tuned 

clockwork that kept to a strict schedule by an 

uncompromising and persistent, even robotic 

program chair (apologies to all those presenters who 

wished to orate for another 5 or 15 minutes).  

The rash of presentations concluded with the 

regular business meeting in the late afternoon, where 

among many other important matters, it was 

announced that next year’s LAS meeting will be 

hosted by the intrepid Tad Britt of the NCPTT in 

Natchitoches. Although he was not present at the 

time of this unscheduled announcement, Tad has 

subsequently confirmed he is up to the challenge.  

The highlight of the entire meeting was the 

keynote speaker at the Saturday evening banquet. 

Dr. Ian Brown from the University of Alabama  

 

Continued on next page 
 

 

2013 ANNUAL MEETING RECAP 

Ian Brown provided archaeological insights for 

salt production world-wide after the LAS banquet. 

Techniques varied widely, but all led to the same 

important salient commodity. 
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As these figures show, the 

2013 LAS meeting was a 

great success! The 

organization actually made 

money with the meeting. 

This sort of success means 

that the LAS can carry on 

without having to raise the 

organization’s dues: an 

extraordinarily reasonable 

$20. 

Continued from previous page 

 

entertained and informed everyone on the 

archaeology of salt, ranging worldwide and through 

vast spans of time. 

 His vivid accounts of archaeological exploits 

and daring-do in China and England seemed of 

particular interest to the sated assembly, and the 

subject seemed especially apropos while still seated 

at the dinner table. On the following Sunday morning 

Dr. Brown continued his salty exposition at the most 

well-known of Louisiana’s salt domes, Avery Island.  

The visits included the McIlhenny Co.  

Archives, the Salt Mine Valley, and Banana (Bonin) 

Bayou Mound. The fieldtrip was organized by David 

Palmer and Shane Bernard, historian and archivist 

with the McIlhenny Co.  

 Overall, the 39
th

 LAS annual meeting was an 

unmitigated success. At least this was the perspective 

of the thoroughly exhausted program chair. However, 

it could not have been pulled off without the  

 

volunteer efforts and hard work of numerous 

individuals. 

I would especially like to thank LAS 

Treasurer Julie Doucet for handing all of the money 

and most of the hard part. Thanks also to co-

organizers David Palmer and Mark Richard, as well 

as Dennis Jones, Johnny Guy, Brad Lafitte, Chip 

McGimsey, Carlos Perez, and Rachel Watson. 

Student volunteers from UL Lafayette included 

Jacob Cheramie, Taylor Coen, Natasha Overell, and 

Christian Sheumaker. Registration on site and last 

minute organization would have been much more 

difficult and haphazard without their generous help.  

Ian Brown deserves a special note of appreciation 

for delivering such a memorable and salty keynote 

address. Congratulations to each and every one of 

the presenters and participants for your first-rate 

contributions. It would not have been much of a 

meeting without you! Thanks to one and all. 

A complete schedule of presentations at the 2013 LAS meeting are on the next page.  
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Saturday Morning 
8:00 Bradley Laffitte – Analysis of Diagnostics on Fort Polk: Utilizing Old Databases to Learn 

Something New. 

8:20 James Morehead – Watershed Transition in Chipped Stone Technology at Fort Polk. 

8:40 James Fogleman – Evans Points. 

9:00 Tim Phillips – The Lithic Landscape of Central Louisiana. 

9:20 George Riser – From Fish Oil to the Oil of Seeds and Nuts: Dietary Fat as an Archaic 

Source of Energy at the Poverty Point Site. 

9:40 Diana M. Greenlee – Monumental Earthworks of Poverty Point: A Comparative Analysis. 

  

10:20 Nathanael Heller – Big Excavations in Little Woods: Revisiting the CWA and WPA 

Investigations at the Little Woods Sites in Orleans Parish, Louisiana. 

10:40 Christopher B. Rodning, Jayur M. Mehta, Bryan S. Haley, David M. Chatelain, and Erlend 

M. Johnson – Revisiting the Lac St. Agnes Site, Avoyelles Parish, Louisiana. 

11:00 Megan C. Kassabaum – Bear Ceremonialism at Feltus. 

11:20 Christopher B. Rodning, Jayur M. Mehta, and Bryan S. Haley – Reconsidering the Sims 

Site, St. Charles Parish, Louisiana. 

11:40 Rebecca M. McLain and Rebecca Saunders – Investigations at the Toncrey Site (16PL7): 

Analysis of a Late Prehistoric Site in Extreme Southern Louisiana. 

  

Saturday Afternoon 
1:00 Erin Stevens Nelson – Interpreting Empty Spaces at Parchman. 

1:20 Paul N. Eubanks and Velicia R. Bergstrom – An Archaeological Survey of Major Salt 

Works in Northwestern and West-Central Louisiana. 

1:40 Velicia R. Bergstrom and Paul N. Eubanks – Continued Exploration at Drake’s Salt Works 

Complex: An Update. 

2:00 Rob Mann – Galveztown: The 2011 LSU Archaeology Field School. 

2:20 Kenneth P. Kleinpeter and Ryan M. Seidemann – The Anatomy of a Debris Pile: Nine 

Months’ Worth of Excavations at Historic Highland Cemetery (16EBR190). 

2:40 D. Ryan Gray – Rediscovering the ‘Antiguo Cementerio’: Identity, Memory, and the 

Archaeology of the St. Peter Street Cemetery. 

  

3:20 Austen Dooley, Kyle Knighten, and D. Ryan Gray – Trade and Luxury by Red Light: 

Archaeological Investigations of Storyville and the City Commons, New Orleans, 

Louisiana. 

3:40 Andrea White – Crescent City Connections: the Application of GIS Data in Refining 

Archaeological Site Location in New Orleans. 

4:00 David T. Palmer – Archaeological Investigation of the Marsh Sugar House (16IB95): a 

Preliminary Report on the 2012-2013 UL Lafayette Winter Field School. 

4:20 Chad M. LaComb – Integrating Archaeology into the Planning Process: A Legal 

Framework for Coordination among Multiple Governmental Entities. 

4:40 Tad Britt – Louisiana Archaeology and the National Center for Preservation Technology 

and Training. 

  

  
 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Craig Dengel, Rebecca Saunders, and Jules Haigler:  Hare Hammock (and Environs) Revisited. 

 

Brad Moon, Alexandra P. Alvarado, A. James Delahoussaye, and Tiffany Arnold: A Feast of Giant Amphiumas 

and Bullfrogs in Louisiana 1200 Years Ago. 

 

Rob Mann and Billie Jones: Exploring the Ceramics from Galveztown: An Eighteenth-Century Spanish 

Colonial Outpost in Southeast Louisiana. 
 

Schedule of Presentations at the 2013 LAS Annual Meeting 

Posters Presented at the 2013 LAS Annual Meeting 
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Scenes form LAS Tour of  

Avery Island, LA 

February 24, 2013 
. 

David Palmer prepares to do a 

somersault into his test unit. 

Ian 

Brown 

directs 

the 

search 

for a 

lost 

contact 

lens. 

during 

tour. 

Folks stand in line for 

the only rest stop 

during the tour.  

Crowd gathers for the Sermon on the Mount 

of Banana Bayou during the tour, but no 

loaves and fish. 

 

 

Ian Brown exults at finally completing 

the LAS tour of Avery Island.  
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 2009 LAS Bulletin Published 

 

 The 2009 Bulletin of the Louisiana 

Archaeology Society (LAS) was recently mailed 

to members for that year. This issue is part of the 

continuing effort to bring the LAS Bulletin up-to 

date. If you believe you were a member for that 

year, but did not receive your issue, please 

contact the LAS Editor or Treasurer. 

 The articles in this issue are: 

Archaeological Silver Lining: Investigation of 

Hurricane Gustav Damaged Areas at the 

Marksville Site (16AV1) by David T. Palmer; 

The Clear Creek Site (16GR20): Stratigraphy, 

Lithic Technology, and Settlement Patterns by 

John E. Keller; School Days: Cultural Resources 

Investigations at the Colton Junior High School 

Site (16OR562), by Dena Struchtemeyer and 

James Eberwine; and Revisiting Lac (Lake) St. 

Agnes Site (16AV26), Avoyelles Parish, 

Louisiana, by Christopher Rodning, Jayur 

Mehta, Bryan S. Haley, David M. Chatelain, and 

Erland M. Johnson. 

 Articles for the 2010 LAS Bulletin are 

currently being edited and that issue, No, 37. 

will be out later this year.  

Treasurer’s Report to the LAS Executive Committee 

Julie Doucet, LAS Treasurer 
 

Accomplishments: 

 

1. Sent $250 to The Archaeology Channel for Organization Support 

membership. 

2. 2008 Membership List transcribed and sent to Dennis Jones and 

2008 Bulletins mailed. 

3. Reviewed 2009 and 2010 Membership Lists in preparation for 

upcoming Bulletin mailings. 

4. Paid RC Goodwin for 2008 Bulletins ($1,154.93), and reimbursed 

Dennis Jones for 2008 Newsletters and Bulletins ($1,426.75). 

5. Applied for a credit card for LAS to facilitate future meetings and 

Newsletter and Bulletin mailings. 

6. Opened account with Stamps.com to facilitate Newsletter and 

Bulletin mailings. 

7. Renewed Surety Bond ($100) with Pace Insurance Managers, Inc. 

 

: 

Membership 2012 2011 

Institutional 27 32 

Regular 202 175 

Associate 22 16 

Student 13 15 

Life 96 101 

Sustaining       3 3 

Ex Officio 7 7 

   

Total 370 349 

 

CHAPTER AND MEMBERSHIP NEWS 

LAS Assets:   

12/31/2012 PayPal 

Account……………$2,280.75 

12/31/2012 Capital One 

Account……..  $ 2,376.89 

12/31/2012 Spring Hill 

CD…………….$ 10,245.80 

  Total                                         

$ 14,903.44 
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Scenes from UPPA weekend 

March 22-24 at Poverty Point 

 
 A total of 26 participants, 

many of whom are LAS members, 

gathered at the Poverty Point site 

as part of the spring 2013 UPPA-

Friends of Poverty Point activity. 

Folks gathered branches and 

other debris on the northeast 

sector of the ridges and screened 

the matrix of rootballs from fallen 

trees in the same area. Organized 

during the Spring Equinox, a 

similar program is planned for 

this autumn’s equinox. 
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LA ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE MEDIA 

WASHINGTON — A federally funded preservation 

program has uncovered pottery shards, pieces of clay 

tobacco pipes and animal bones near Bayou St. John 

in New Orleans that date to roughly 300 A.D. 

The items date to the Marksville culture of 

American Indians and were discovered by a team of 

archaeologists under contract with the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency’s environmental and 

historic preservation program. 

Andre Cadogan, deputy director of programs at 

the FEMA Louisiana Recovery Office, said it was a 

“bit of a surprise” to find the pottery pieces and other 

artifacts. “The pottery was nice, easily dateable and 

much earlier than we expected,” Cadogan said in the 

announcement. “This is exciting news for historians 

and tribal communities as it represents some of the 

only intact prehistoric remains of its kind south of 

Lake Pontchartrain.” 

State Archaeologist Chip McGimsey said 

Thursday the items were found at Fort St. John, also 

known as Old Spanish Fort, near where Lake 

Pontchartrain enters Bayou St. John. 

McGimsey said American Indians settled at 

the site for fishing and eating clams almost 1,700 

years before the colonial-era fort was built. The 

artifacts were found among the old shell pilings on top 

of which the fort was first built. “The older parts of 

the shell pile are still preserved beneath the fort,” 

McGimsey said. “So that’s kind of cool.” 

The pottery had intricate designs, he said, 

which date the fragments to about 300 to 400 A.D., 

but carbon-dating testing is still needed to affirm those 

beliefs. Similar pieces of pottery and other fragments 

from that time period have been found among the Big 

Oak and Little Oak Islands in New Orleans and some 

other locations, he added. 

Fort St. John location holds prominence in 

New Orleans’ history having served as a location for 

American Indians, French fort, an expanded Spanish 

fort, an American fort, a resort hotel, and then an 

amusement park. 

FEMA’s work near Bayou St. John is part of 

an agreement with the State Historic Preservation 

Office, American Indian tribes and the state to 

perform archaeological surveys of parks and public 

lands in New Orleans. FEMA’s environmental and 

historic preservation program evaluates historical and  

 

Artifacts found near Bayou St. John 

By Jordan Blum, Washington Bureau, Baton Rouge Morning Advocate, February 23, 2013 

environmental concerns that may arise from projects 

funded by federal dollars. 

“The surveys not only offset potential 

destruction of archaeological resources on private 

property from the home mitigations but also give us a 

leg up on any future storms,” Cadogan added. “We are 

helping the state of Louisiana learn about its history as 

well as provide information that leads to preparedness 

for the next event.” Once the field studies are 

completed and all of the artifacts are analyzed and 

recorded, the State Historic Preservation Office will 

become stewards of the information. 

 

Aerial photo from 1950s showing the mouth of  

Bayou St. John at Lake Pontchartrain. 

Spanish Fort 

(16OR19) 

Photograph of remains of brick 

structure at the Spanish Fort site 

(16OR19). 

Editor’s note: The above photographs are from 

internet sources and were not in original article. 
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 Ancient earthworks share similarities 

By Brad Lepper, The Columbus Dispatch, Columbus, Ohio. Jan 29, 2013  

The Poverty Point earthworks could be 

confused for an Ohio Hopewell site, except for two 

facts: It is located in Louisiana, and it’s more than 

1,000 years older than any Hopewell mound. 

One of the biggest puzzles in North 

American archaeology is how the relatively small 

bands of hunter-gatherers living at that time could 

have built monumental architecture on this scale 

without food surpluses provided by farming or the 

centralized leadership of a king or chief. 

One theory is that many small groups of 

hunter-gatherers came together on a seasonal basis 

year after year for generations to slowly construct 

this complex of parallel embankments and 

mounds. However, the results of new excavations 

into the largest of Poverty Point’s mounds refute 

this theory. 

Mound A is a massive conical mound about 

72 feet tall with a broad, roughly rectangular 

platform extending off its eastern side. Anthony 

Ortmann of Murray State University in Kentucky 

and Tristram Kidder of Washington University in 

St. Louis excavated a 32-foot-deep trench into 

Mound A. They reported their results this month in 

the journal Geoarchaeology. 

Ortmann and Kidder carefully examined 

the mound and found no evidence of any 

interruptions in its construction. They estimate that 

the entire mound was built in three months. 

This, of course, implies that a large number of 

hunter-gatherers were somehow mobilized to 

undertake this massive public works project. 

Ortmann and Kidder conclude that “whatever the 

structure of Poverty Point society, it is unlike 

anything documented in the historic or contemp-

orary hunter-gatherer ethnographic record.” 

The conundrum of Poverty Point also is at 

the heart of our attempts to understand the achieve-

ments of the Ohio Hopewell culture. The Hopewell  
 

 

 

were mainly hunter-gatherers who lived in small 

groups that had no authoritarian political leaders. 

And although some monumental Hopewell 

earthworks, such as Fort Ancient in Warren County, 

were constructed in stages over centuries, I believe 

that the sprawling Newark Earthworks was built, as 

Poverty Point was, in a remarkably brief period. 

Newark encompasses several discrete 

earthworks that include two gigantic circles, a square, 

an ellipse and an octagon. Each has particular design 

elements that suggest different functions. A network 

of parallel-walled roads linked the earthworks, and 

subtle geometrical and astronomical connections tied 

them together into a unified composition. The site is 

akin to a ceremonial machine with separate, 

specialized components that worked together to 

fulfill a larger purpose. 

Ortmann and Kidder argue that the “absence 

of any indication of material and social inequality at 

Poverty Point suggest that ritual practices may have 

provided the social sanctions that enabled a limited 

number of people to direct and lead the construction 

of monumental architecture.” I agree and believe that 

the same argument could be applied to Newark. 

Unlike Poverty Point, however, the Newark 

Earthworks are not a one-of. A series of earthworks 

in the Scioto Valley share similar geometries and 

astronomical alignments that indicate far-flung 

interregional connections. 

Poverty Point was unprecedented for its time. 

The Hopewellian achievement was equally unpre-

cedented for its time. 

 

This map of the Newark, Ohio earthwork was 

done by E.G Squier and E.H Davis and published 

in 1848 as the first scientific work issued by the 

then new Smithsonian Institution. This site 

obviously indicates the complexity of earthen 

architecture hundreds of years and miles from  

the Poverty Point site.   
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Lang House 'cave' offers glimpse through window into the past: Mandeville Central  

By Kenneth Mathews, New Orleans Times-Picayune, NOLA.com, January 11, 2013 
 

 When Jean Baptiste Lang built his summer 

home on the Mandeville lakefront in 1852, he added 

an extravagant feature. Visitors to the home, now 

located and being carefully preserved and restored on 

Carroll Street, will notice that the floor of one of the 

small rear bedrooms is raised several feet. Beneath 

that bedroom was a brick room called a “cave,” 

pronounced “c-ah-v.”  

With its brick floor located several feet below 

ground, the 10-foot square cave was an insulated 

storage area easily accessed by an average-sized adult 

in the mid-1800s. It was as close to a cold storage 

cellar as one could get in south Louisiana. We know 

that Lang took the time and expense to build the cave. 

The question is why?  

On Jan. 3 a team of archeologists under the 

direction of Dr. Rob Mann began a week-long 

excavation, in partnership with the Old Mandeville 

Historic Association (OMHA), to begin finding the 

answer. Mann is a Research Assistant Professor of 

Anthropology at Louisiana State University and 

serves as the Southeast Regional Archaeologist for 

Louisiana.  

With a team of LSU undergraduate and 

graduate students as well as OMHA members and 

other local volunteers, Mann began excavating at 

several points on the lot at the original lakefront 

homesite. Stratigraphic excavation, done in layers, 

was commenced to recover information about the 

chronology of the site, while block excavation, a 

complete removal of fill in the cave and immediate 

perimeter, was completed to recover artifacts that 

could help explain the cave’s primary use. 

OMHA Vice President Adele Foster first met 

Mann six years ago when she encountered a similar 

structure during work to raise her lakefront home. 

While digging the trenches for a foundation they 

discovered a brick slab about 2 feet under the surface. 

"I called LSU, and Dr. Mann came right out,” said 

Foster, who continued to correspond with Mann about 

other issues in Old Mandeville, including a study of 

the Lang House cave. 

Artifacts found in and near the cave suggest 

that Lang, a wealthy Belgian tobacco merchant, used 

it as a wine cellar. Remnants of wine bottle pieces as 

well as a pipe bowl and stems were the primary finds. 

“It seems that this cold storage area, now believed to  

 

be a wine cellar, was a popular amenity in these 

antebellum Old Mandeville ‘Anglo-Creole’ summer 

homes,” said Foster. 

On the morning of Jan. 7 the excavation 

revealed an architectural find which delighted 

Mann. The brick floor of the cave was laid in such a 

manner to create a drain which would effectively 

deal with flooding rains. It seems that Lang 

intended that his wine collection stay dry. 

One of the strata-graphic units northwest of 

the cave produced bone fragments and crockery, 

supporting speculation that it must have been the 

area of the kitchen. Other finds on the site included 

bone and china buttons. The artifacts will be 

cleaned and cataloged by LSU.  

The site is owned by the Will Jourdan 

family, who graciously gave permission for the dig 

and allowed the artifacts to become part of the LSU 

collection. LSU will loan the artifacts to OMHA for 

display at the Lang House. 

Matthew Chouest was one of the LSU 

graduate students who assisted Mann and will write 

a thesis on the cave and its purpose. “This is 

extremely interesting because I had never heard 

about this, architecturally, in Louisiana. For us to 

be the first team to excavate it is a privilege,” he 

said. 

Mandeville resident and Southeastern 

Louisiana University history major Cody Love was 

thrilled to see his studies in anthropology “come 

alive” during his first excavation. “Seeing and 

touching the kind of things we have studied about is 

very exciting,” he said. Love was invited along on 

the dig by fellow Mandevillian Gillian Brownlee, 

LSU anthropology major in her junior year. 

“I have wanted to be an archaeologist since 

I was 2,” said Brownlee, “Since I began at  

 

Continued on next page 

“I grew up around the lakefront, 

but this dig is changing how I see 

it. I am so glad I had this 

opportunity,” said LSU junior 

Gillian Brownlee. 
 

http://connect.nola.com/user/kmathews/posts.html
http://www.nola.com/politics/index.ssf/2012/05/preservationists_have_big_plan.html
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LSU I have been traveling to Texas to dig. It’s been 

great to get field experience in my home town. I grew 

up around the lakefront, but this dig is changing how I 

see it. I am so glad I had this opportunity.” 

OMHA members and local residents who 

helped on various parts of the dig included Matthew 

Brown, Pam Callahan, Paula Cannon, Anne Marie 

Farguson, D’Wanna Haynes, Eric Jourdan, Libby 

Levin, and OMHA President Becky Rohrbough. 

Along with Brownlee and Chouest were LSU students 

Jason Brooks, Peter Cropley, Ethan Dunham, Ashley 

Franklin, Billie Jones, Anthony Reed, and former 

L.S.U. student Laura Dicks.  

Assisting as well were members of the 

Louisiana Archaeological Society, a statewide 

organization of professional and avocational 

archaeologists interested in investigating, interpreting 

and preserving information on the prehistoric native-

Americans and the early history of Louisiana. 

Members included Jeanne Bergeron, Kathy 

Henderson, Jimi Johnson, Pat Mayeaux, Pam Melder 

and Althea Rasti. 

 For Foster, the dig was yet another affirmation 

of the importance of preserving local history. 

“Originally, I organized the dig because the most 

important aspect of the Lang House project is 

education. The house is a teaching tool. But the Lang 

House has surprised us yet again. We are realizing that 

this cave is another window into the life of these very 

affluent New Orleanians who came to Mandeville to 

summer and entertain in a fairly high, posh fashion. 

We can all feel a sense of comfort that this window 

into the past is sitting high and dry on Carroll Street,” 

said Foster. 

Among the ongoing OMHA fundraisers for the 

Lang House restoration is a new one that kicked off 

this month. Owners of homes that predate World War 

II are able to buy a historic plaque that displays the 

year the house was built, the first owner or builder, 

and/or the historic name of the house.  

Those interested can visit the Lang House at 

605 Carroll or 2135 Lakeshore Drive to view 

prototypes. The fundraiser is headed by OMHA 

member Nancy Clark who can be contacted at 

626.4975. For information about other OMHA 

fundraisers and events, including the engraved brick 

program and the upcoming sixth annual Mother’s Day 

home tour, contact Foster at 626.7206 or visit 

www.oldmandevillehistoricassociation.org.  

Kenny Mathews lives in Mandeville Central. He 

The Old Mandeville Historic Association for the Jean 

Baptiste Lang House, partnering with the Louisiana State 

University Department of Geography and Anthropology, 

uncovered the house's original cold storage 'cave.'  

Photograph by Tana R.H. Stevenson 

Artifacts uncovered include wine bottles, a bone pipe and 

china buttons. Photograph by Tana R.H. Stevenson 

 

Adele Foster, vice president of Historic Association and 

chairman of the Jean Baptiste Lang House project, 

examines an artifact with Dr. Robert Mann, Southeast 

Regional Archeologist and LSU professor. 

Photograph by Tana R.H. Stevenson 
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Poverty Point Erosion Funds Sought 

By Marsha Shuler, Capitol news bureau, Baton Rouge Morning Advocate, March 28, 2013 

 

 

Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne is seeking emergency 

state funding to mitigate erosion at the Poverty Point 

State Historic Site, which is a candidate for World 

Heritage Site status. 

Dardenne said Thursday he has submitted a 

$750,000 request for funding to the Interim 

Emergency Board, which handles unexpected 

projects that crop up between legislative sessions. 

Dardenne said he is trying to get the Interim 

Emergency Board to hold an emergency session 

prior to the April 8 session start to expedite funding 

to the project. The fallback would be for the Jindal 

administration to include the project in its 

supplemental funding bill during the legislative 

session, he said. 

“We need it as soon as we can get it,” 

Dardenne said. “We discovered the gravity of the 

situation recently. The land loss has accelerated in a 

short period of time. We certainly don’t want to lose 

the land. It’s directly encroaching on one of the 

mounds.” 

The erosion, caused by Harlin Bayou, is on 

the northern part of the site and threatens part of the 

approximately 3,500-year-old earthworks, Dardenne 

said. Poverty Point is located in northeast Louisiana 

near Delhi. 

“Poverty Point offers visitors a unique look 

into America’s earliest city and tells the story of a 

complex society living off Louisiana’s fertile land,” 

Dardenne said. “It is crucial that we are proactive in 

protecting this incredible prehistoric site from 

erosion.” 

Poverty Point is the only site nominated by 

the U.S. secretary of the interior to be a UNESCO 

World Heritage site this year. If the nomination is 

inscribed, it will become the 22nd such site located 

in the United States. The Office of Cultural 

Development and the Office of State Parks have 

been working with the National Parks Service on the 

World Heritage Site nomination since 2008. 

Leaders from northeast Louisiana are 

forming a nonprofit to support the State Historic 

Site. The Advocates of Poverty Point’s first project 

will be a golf tournament held at June 19 Black Bear 

Golf Course in Delhi. 

A news conference and tour will take place June 20 

at Poverty Point State Historic Site to promote the 

World Heritage Site nomination. 

Dardenne recently met with local officials 

and area community leaders to talk about Poverty 

Point’s nomination and the benefits to the area 

should UNESCO select the site in 2014. 

“We are hopeful that this nomination will 

not only attract visitors from across the globe but 

also create jobs and spur the economy of northeast 

Louisiana,” Dardenne said. “The community is 

coming together to support the site and create 

infrastructure to enhance the visitor experience.” 

Photo provided by Office of Lt. Governor and 

taken by Cathy Berry. Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne on 

the edge of Harlin Bayou where erosion 

threatens part of the approximately 3500 year 

old earthworks. 

“We need it as soon as we can get it. We 

discovered the gravity of the situation 

recently.”  - Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne 
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Louisiana’s Poverty Point State Historic Site to be Nominated as a World Heritage Site 

 
If Approved, Prehistoric Earthworks Would Be 22nd World Heritage Site in the United States 

 

01/17/2013 

 

WASHINGTON -- Secretary of the Interior Ken 

Salazar today announced that the United States is 

nominating Poverty Point State Historic Site and 

National Monument in West Carroll Parish, 

Louisiana, for inclusion on the World Heritage List. 

The nomination document was prepared by the State 

of Louisiana in consultation with the National Park 

Service’s Office of International Affairs. The 

nomination has been submitted through the U.S. 

Department of State to the offices of the World 

Heritage Centre in Paris, France. 

If approved by the World Heritage 

Committee, the prehistoric earthworks would join 

the Taj Mahal, the Statue of Liberty, Stonehenge, the 

Grand Canyon and the Great Barrier Reef on the list 

of 962 sites in 157 countries designated as the most 

significant cultural and natural sites on the planet.  

“Tucked into the bayous of Louisiana, the 

Poverty Point earthworks are the remarkable legacy 

of a prehistoric hunter-gatherer society that existed 

thousands of years ago,” Salazar said. “Designation 

as a World Heritage Site not only would be an honor 

for both Louisiana and the United States but also 

would be an invitation to domestic and international 

travelers, helping to accomplish the goals of 

President Obama’s National Travel and Tourism 

Strategy to generate jobs through increased 

tourism.”  

“We thank the State Department and the 

State of Louisiana for their partnership on the 

nomination of Poverty Point to be a World Heritage 

Site,” said Acting Assistant Secretary for Fish and 

Wildlife and Parks Rachel Jacobson. “Poverty Point 

is a significant cultural site that is certainly 

deserving of recognition on the world stage.”  

“Designation as a World Heritage Site is how 

the international community shines a light on the 

places that should be special to all of us,” said 

National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis. 

“This nomination of Poverty Point earthwork is an 

important way to share what we value as a people, 

the places that define our society.”  

Editor’s Note: The following is a press release from the Department of the Interior issued on January 22, 2013. 

Located in northeastern Louisiana on a bayou 

of the Mississippi, Poverty Point is a vast, integrated 

complex of earthen monuments, constructed 3,100 – 

3,700 years ago. It consists of six enormous, 

concentric earthen ridges with an outer diameter of 

more than a half mile, and several large mounds, 

including one of the largest in North America.  

This constructed landscape was the largest 

and most elaborate of its time on the continent; the 

particular form of the complex is not duplicated 

anywhere else in the world. The site is especially 

notable because it was built by a settlement of 

hunter-gatherers, not an agricultural society.  

The UNESCO World Heritage List is part of 

the World Heritage Convention, an international 

treaty signed by 190 countries for natural site 

conservation and cultural site preservation first 

proposed by the United States government in 1972.  

After reviews by World Heritage Centre staff and by 

the International Council for Monuments and Sites 

(ICOMOS), it will be considered for inscription on 

the World Heritage List by the World Heritage 

Committee, which is a rotating body of 21 nations 

elected from among the signatories of the World 

Heritage Convention.  

Inscription as a World Heritage Site does not 

impose any legal restrictions on property owners or 

neighbors of sites, nor does it give the United 

Nations any management authority or ownership 

rights in U.S. World Heritage Sites, which continue 

to be subject only to existing federal and local laws. 

The agreement of the property owner is required by 

U.S. law in order for a site in this country to be 

nominated to the World Heritage List.  

Two other potential nominations of U.S. sites 

are now in development: the San Antonio Franciscan 

Missions in Texas, and eleven buildings of Frank 

Lloyd Wright located throughout the U.S. More 

information on the World Heritage Program can be 

found at 

www.nps.gov/oia/topics/worldheritage/worldheritag

e.htm and www./whc.unesco.org.  

 

Continued on next page 

 

http://www.nps.gov/oia/topics/worldheritage/worldheritage.htm
http://www.nps.gov/oia/topics/worldheritage/worldheritage.htm
http://www./whc.unesco.org
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The 21 current World Heritage Sites in the U.S, with 

the year of their inscription, are:  

 

ALASKA 

Wrangell-St. Elias and Glacier Bay National Parks 

and Preserves, with Kluane and Tatshenshini-Alsek 

National Parks and Reserve in Canada (1979)  

ARIZONA 

Grand Canyon National Park (1979)  

CALIFORNIA 

Redwoods State and National Parks (1980) 

Yosemite National Park (1984)  

COLORADO 

Mesa Verde National Park (1978)  

FLORIDA 

Everglades National Park (1979)  

HAWAII 

Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (1987) 

Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument 

(2010)  

ILLINOIS 

Cahokia Mounds State Historic Site (1982)  

 

KENTUCKY 

Mammoth Cave National Park (1991) 

MONTANA 

Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, jointly 

with Canada (1995) 

NEW YORK / NEW JERSEY 

Statue of Liberty National Monument (1984) 

NEW MEXICO 

Carlsbad Caverns National Park (1995) 

Chaco Culture National Historical Park (1987) 

Taos Pueblo (1992) 

NORTH CAROLINA / TENNESSEE 

Great Smoky Mountains National Park (1983) 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Independence Hall, part of Independence National 

Historical Park (1979)  

VIRGINIA 

Monticello and the University of Virginia (1987) 

WASHINGTON 

Olympic National Park (1981) 

WYOMING / MONTANA / IDAHO 

Yellowstone National Park (1978) 

PUERTO RICO 

La Fortaleza-San Juan National Historical Site (1983) 
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 RESEARCH NEWS 

An Archaeological Survey of Major Salt Domes in Northwestern Louisiana 
By: Paul N. Eubanks, Dept. of Anthropology, University of Alabama  

In the fall of 2012, the United States Forest 

Service and the University of Alabama conducted an 

archaeological survey of several major salt domes 

located in northwestern Louisiana. This survey 

revealed that the Little and Upper salt licks at 

Drake’s Salt Works (16Wn30 & 16Na11) were two 

of the most intensively-utilized Caddo salines 

during this region’s late prehistory and early history. 

Like the Caddo salt makers at Potter’s Pond in 

Webster Parish, the salt producers at Drake’s Salt 

Works preferred to use thin, medium-sized bowls 

rather than the “traditional” thick-walled, basin-

shaped saltpans. 

 At the Little Lick salt flat a 1-1.5 meter high 

debris pile was located. This mound, referred to as a 

“Briquetage Mound” is composed primarily of salt 

production debris or “briquetage” (i.e., pottery, 

burned earth, and charcoal). This mound is also 

surrounded by a midden of sherds and burned earth. 

The mound and its associated midden also contain 

many large shell-tempered potsherds that can be 

reconstructed into whole or nearly whole vessels.  

 During this field season, the Forest Service 

and the University of Alabama also conducted 

limited test excavations into a midden on Widdish  

Island located on the southern end of the Upper 

Lick salt flat at Drake’s Salt Works. Named after 

the Caddo word for “salt,” this island is approx.-

imately 2.5 meters high and, after prolonged or 

intense periods of rain, is the only part of the salt 

flat above water. On the northern edge of this 

island, there is a dense midden of potsherds and 

burned earth. At present, there is no indication that 

the Caddo salt makers at this site lived on or near 

this island. Rather, they seem to have visited 

Widdish Island and the Upper Lick seasonally, 

primarily for the purposes of making salt. 

 As with many seasonal salt production 

sites in the Southeast, the Upper and Little licks 

contain relatively few decorated potsherds. 

However, the small sample of sherds recovered 

thus far indicates that these sites date to the Late 

Caddo period (A.D.1500-1700). At the Little Lick, 

there is also evidence that this site’s use extended 

into the early historic period as is evidenced by the 

presence of European trade items. In the coming 

years, the Forest Service and the University of 

Alabama plan to continue their research at the 

Little and Upper licks at Drake’s Salt Works in an 

effort to provide a better understanding of the role 

that salt production played in the development of 

Caddo economies in northwestern Louisiana. 

 

 

5cm 

Partial Shell-Tempered 

Pot Recovered from the 

Briquetage Mound at the 

Little Lick site (16WN30/ 

16NA11). 
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THE HUMAN HEAD SHAPE OF POVERTY POINT MOUND A 

 By Carlton Russ Greer, M.D, LAS Lifetime Member, Monroe, LA. 

                                                              

     Cultures throughout history have left shapes of 

features of their body for the benefit of the peoples 

living in the era at which time they were constructed 

and for those anticipated to come later.  The Egyptian 

Sphinx, the “heads” of Easter Island, totem poles, the 

face masks of Napoleon, all speak to the human 

desire to try to leave a mark of some kind.   

      Since Poverty Point was first discovered by 

accident with photographic review of agricultural 

status of crops to follow government guidelines to 

prevent overplanting, there have been questions 

concerning the shape of Mound A as to what it was 

truly supposed to represent.  There have been 

suggestions that it was a bird, and various reasons 

have been stated as to why such would be the case.  

Some have thought the mound represented the head 

of a giant bird with the massive earthen ridges being 

attached wings fully spread out.   

      Upon review of the sophisticated report “The 

1999 Poverty Point Mapping Project” by Tristram R. 

Kidder, then with the Department of Anthropology, 

Center for Archaeology, Tulane University, I was 

intrigued by the contour maps of Poverty Point (Fig. 

1) showing all features as they currently exist.  The 

basic form of Mound A seemed to have remained 

intact regardless (Fig. 2).   

      

 

Archaeologist Kidder indeed headed up 

an excellent team to proceed with development 

of topographical representation of the area in 

different colors showing perspective maps in 

different colors looking from directly overhead, 

looking from the east, and looking from the 

south.  As he stated, “it does allow us a 

previously unimaginable opportunity to 

understand and explore this massive and 

critically important archaeological site”. 

I work as a neurosurgeon and I have a 

keen interest in Northeast Louisiana’s 

prehistory, having grown up in the shadow of an 

Indian mound that was part of a northern 

extension of Poverty Point’s influence. While 

reviewing the images at home provided by 

Kidder on my large screen computer (which I 

routinely use to review X-Rays, CT scans, and 

MRI’s), I swung my vision over to the human 

skull (Fig. 3) which is always on my desk. The 

image of a human face leapt out from Kidder’s 

perspective maps as though someone was 

struggling through time to reappear today.   

 

Continued on next page 

 
 

Figure 1. Contour map of the 

Poverty Point Site (16WC5) 

produced under the supervision 

of Dr. T.R. Kidder now on the 

faculty of Washington 

University in St. Louis. This is 

the most detailed map of the site 

produced to date  
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When comparing the images of the human 

skull on anterior to posterior view with the contour 

maps of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 of Kidder, the dark outline 

of Mound A fit quite well (Fig. 3).  It appears that 

the maps would suggest that the areas of the lower 

face, i.e., the nose, mouth, and chin, have eroded 

over time, but the prominent brow of the forehead is 

obvious. 

It would be interesting to get the facial 

features reconstructed on Mound A based on the 

data available.  Also, for the Poverty Point culture 

to construct a representative face with the materials 

available and to preserve its features even in their 

lifetime, one would assume present day soil 

engineers could anticipate what would have been 

necessary. Perhaps remnants of those materials and 

tools could still be found in Mound A.   In arch-

aeology, there seems to be a never ending quest for 

answers! 

Reference 

Kidder, Tristram R.,  

1999  The 1999 Poverty Point Mapping Project, 

Louisiana Division of Archeology, DCRT 

Contract No. CFMS 540042/DCRT-0CD-

99-06, Dept. of Anthropology, Center for 

Archaeology, Tulane University, New 

Orleans, LA 70118.                

 

Figure 2: Detail of contour 

map of Mound A from 

Kidder’s map of the Poverty 

Point site 
 

Figure 3: Photograph of a human skull posed 

near contour map of Mound A  
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BOOKS OF INTEREST TO LA ARCHAEOLOGY 

 
Contemporary Lithic Analysis in the Southeast: Problems,  

Solutions, and Interpretations. Edited by Philip J. Carr, Andrew P. 

Bradbury, and Sarah E. Price. University of Alabama Press. 

 

Representing work by a mixture of veterans and a new 

generation of lithic analysts, Contemporary Lithic Analysis in the 

Southeast explores fresh ideas while reworking and pushing the limits 

of traditional methods and hypotheses. 

The variability in the southeastern lithic landscape over space and 

through time makes it a dynamic and challenging region for 

archaeologists. Demonstrating a holistic approach and using a variety 

of methods, this volume aims to derive information regarding 

prehistoric lifeways from lithic assemblages. 

The contributors use data from a wide temporal span and a 

variety of sites across the Southeast, ranging from Texas to South 

Carolina and from Florida to Kentucky. Not merely cautionary tales, 

these case studies demonstrate the necessity of looking beyond the bag 

of lithic material sitting in the laboratory to address the key questions 

in the organization of prehistoric lithic technologies. How do field-

collection strategies bias our interpretations? What is the relationship 

between technological strategies and tool design? How can inferences 

regarding social and economic strategies be made from lithic 

assemblages? 

 

Mississippian Polity and Politics on the Gulf Coastal Plain: A 

View from the Pearl River, Mississippi 

By Patrick C Livingood, University of Alabama Press 

 

The definition of the regional limits of chiefly influence 

during the Mississippian period in the southeastern United States 

remains unresolved. In the Gulf Coastal Plain between the 

Mississippi and Black Warrior rivers, some studies have 

explored the role that interpolity interactions played in 

influencing a polity’s social and political complexity through 

time. It has been argued that the larger, more complex polities 

were able to preempt the development of more complex political 

structures among the smaller polities. 

Using research at the Pevey (22Lw510) and Lowe-Steen 

(22Lw511) mound sites on the Pearl River in Lawrence County, 

Mississippi, this book explores the social and political 

mechanisms by which these polities may have interacted with 

each other and the geographic limit to the effects of inter-polity 

competition. The Pevey site is a nine-mound Mississippian site 

and Lowe-Steen is a two-mound site located 18 kilometers to the 

north of Pevey. These sites provide a “missing link” of sorts to 

explore questions about inter-polity interactions because of their 

centrality to the study region and their unusual size. By filling a 

void in the regional dataset, this study allows us to better 

understand the capacity of the largest polities to negatively affect 

the political development of their smaller neighbors. 
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P.O. Box 276, Epps, LA  71237. 

(318) 926-3314 
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2000 Lake Shore Drive 

New Orleans, LA 70148 
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Northwest Region 

Jeff Girard 
Regional Archaeology Program 

Department of Social Sciences 

Northwestern State University 

Natchitoches, LA 71497 

(318) 357-5471  
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Southwest Region 

David T. Palmer 
Regional Archaeology Program 

Department of Sociology and 

Anthropology 

University of Louisiana Lafayette 

Lafayette, LA 70504 

(337) 482-5198 

dtpalmer@louisiana.edu 
 
 

Southeast Region 

Rob Mann 
Regional Archaeology Program 

Department of Geography and Anthropology 

Louisiana State University 

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
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rmann1@lsu.edu 

Northeast Region (Interim) 
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Fran Hamilton 

Poverty Point State Historic Site 

P.O. Box 276, Epps, LA  71237. 

(318) 926-3314 
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UL Lafayette Winter Field School at the Marsh Sugar House (16IB95) 

By David T. Palmer, Southwest Regional Archaeologist, University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

 
During the winter 2012-2013 “intersession,” 

UL Lafayette conducted survey and limited exca-

vation at the Marsh Sugar House (16IB95) on Avery 

Island in Iberia Parish. The Marsh Sugar House was 

the mill complex, part of the sugar plantation (which 

includes the Marsh House Slave Quarters (16IB34,) 

established by John C. Marsh in 1818 and in 

operation until c. 1840. Marsh moved to Louisiana 

from Connecticut to start the plantation, bringing 

with him enslaved and indentured (defacto enslaved 

once they arrived in Louisiana) Africans and African 

Americans.  

The mill location was known to Avery Island 

residents from documents and oral tradition, and I 

had the opportunity to work with Dr. Shane Bernard 

(McIlhenny Company Archivist) and Ms. Lisa 

Osborn (artist, and owner of the lease on which the 

site is located) to examine surface scatters of brick 

and brickbats, and record the site in the spring of 

2011. 

Although recorded based upon surface data, 

the site had no subsurface investigation. With the 

encouragement of Dr. Bernard, I proposed to 

conduct a survey and limited excavation project as 

part of a UL Lafayette field school. McIlhenny 

Company and Avery Island, Inc. agreed to provide 

financial and logistical support for the project. 

Beginning in early December, five undergraduate 

students and one graduate student volunteer 

participated in the field school, learning archaeo-

logical survey and excavation techniques, as well as 

doing research in the Avery Island Archives as part 

of the project. 

We surveyed a total of 4.84 acres by 

pedestrian transects, and then excavated 35 shovel 

test pits for 2.21 acres within that survey block (See 

figure on next page). Based upon those findings, we 

excavated two, 1-x-1 meter, excavation units (EUs). 

In EU1, we found the remains of a brick pier type of 

structure, as well as a substantial layer of 

architectural destruction debris. The pier could have 

been part of the base for a boiler or other sugar mill 

equipment. In EU2, we uncovered single-brick-thick 

layer that may have served as a paved surface for the 

mill complex.  

 

Relatively few artifacts were recovered from 

the EUs aside from brick and mortar, but this is not 

unusual for a sugar mill site. Nails recovered were 

all cut nails (pre c. 1900), and ceramics included 

pearlware and whiteware that were all antebellum 

types. Rain cut into our field time, unfortunately, but 

we were able to complete the two EUs and also 

undertake a preliminary search of family records in 

the Archives relevant to the site. 

In the east sidewall of EU1, part of an iron 

disk-like object protruded into the unit. Recognizing 

that this artifact might be diagnostic of sugar mill 

operation, Dr. Bernard was eager for us to expand 

the excavation by opening an adjacent 1-x-1 meter 

EU rather than just record the object in the profile 

prior to backfilling. To this end, he made available 

funds from his Archives budget to hire two of the 

field school students to excavate this unit on 

weekends after the class had officially ended. At the 

time of this note, that excavation is still in progress. 

Analysis of the finds from the project has also been 

undertaken by UL Lafayette students enrolled this 

spring semester in the “Archaeological Records” 

course. 

From what we have seen so far, the site has 

good integrity and considerable potential as a source 

of information about the early sugar cane industry in 

Louisiana. Larger-scale excavations would prove 

more productive in terms of identifying sugar mill 

features, but the site is under no foreseeable threat, 

and the purpose of the project was to train students 

as well as to investigate the site. Despite some 

inclement weather, we were able to accomplish both 

of these goals. 

Financial and logistical support was provided 

by McIlhenny Company and Avery Island, Inc. We 

are grateful for the cooperation of Ms. Lisa Osborn, 

on whose lease the site is located. I am sad to have 

to report that Mr. Paul McIlhenny, a great friend of 

archaeology in Louisiana and UL Lafayette field 

schools in particular, passed away not long after the 

field project ended. The 2012-2013 UL Lafayette 

field school students are: Nichole Barney, Taylor 

Coen, Natasha Overell, Kelly Reily, and Christian 

Sheumaker. Crystal Bertrand, a graduate student, 

volunteered during the second half of the project. 
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Sketch map of the Marsh Sugar House site (16IB95) superimposed on a Google Earth image of the 

portion of Avery Island where the site is located. 
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The Bayou Goula Survey: LSU Students Search for Early Colonial Period Sites in Iberville Parish 

By Rob Mann, Southeast Regional Archaeologist, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge 

 

 This semester LSU graduate and 

undergraduate students enrolled in Anthropology 

4997.2 – Archaeological Survey are getting the 

opportunity to systematically search cane fields in 

Iberville Parish for evidence of an early colonial 

period occupation of French Louisiane (Figure 1).  

The Bayou Goula area of the Lower Mississippi 

Valley was a nexus of settlement and activity during 

the early French colonial period.  This is clearly 

illustrated on early colonial period maps of the 

region (Figure 2).   

Besides the Bayougoula and Mugulasha 

Native American tribes, the area was also occupied 

at various times by the Taensa, Acolapissa, Tioux, 

Chitimacha, and Houma. French and African men, 

women, and children lived at a colonial trade 

concession established here.  

The Bayou Goula site (16IV11) was 

excavated in 1940 and 1941 by Edwin B. Doran and 

Carlyle S. Smith under the auspices of the Louisiana 

State Archaeological Survey, then under the 

direction of George I. Quimby.  Quimby (1957:102) 

considered the historic component of the Bayou 

Goula site to be the Bayougoula-Mugulasha village 

of ca. 1699–1706, though he acknowledged that 

other interpretations were possible and that the site 

was subsequently occupied by other Native groups.  

 More recent studies questioned this 

affiliation, and suggested that the 18th-century 

component at the Bayou Goula site is more likely 

associated with the French concession established in 

1718 by Joseph Paris du Vernax and Étienne du 

Buisson (Brown 1977:203; Fredlund 1982). 

Fredlund (1982) put forth another candidate for the 

ca. 1699–1706 Bayougoula-Mugulasha village at 

site 16IV134.  Fredlund (1982:68–85) conducted a 

systematic surface survey of the site, excavating 

several auger holes and a single 1 by 1 meter unit. 

The bulk of over 14,000 artifacts recovered from the 

site came from the surface survey. Native American 

ceramics and chipped stone were the most prevalent 

artifacts recovered, but a smattering of 18th-century 

European material such as glass beads, gunflints, 

white clay pipes and tin-enameled ceramics was 

found as well.  

 

The current LSU project hopes to resurvey 

both sites and to systematically survey previously 

uninvestigated areas adjacent to these recorded sites.  

The goal is to gain a better understanding of the 

spatial extent and configuration of the late pre-

colonial and early colonial period occupation of the 

Bayou Goula region.  As of March 27, the survey has 

recorded one new mid to late 19
th 

century/early 20
th

 

century site that is most likely associated with a 

small tenant farming community.  The survey 

continues until early May. 
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tions in the Lower 
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Valley. 
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 Figure 1. Ten LSU conducting a systematic pedestrian surface survey in Iberville Parish in the vicinity of 

the Bayou Goula site (16IV11). 

 

Figure 2. Detail of the Bayou Goula region, Carte de Partie de la Louisiane qui comprend le Cours du 

Missisipy depuis fon embouchure juques aux Arcansas, celuy des rivieres de la Mobille depuis la Baye jusqu 

au Fort de Toulouse : Pascagoula et de la riviere aux Perles by Baron de Crenay, 1733. Centre des Archives 

d’Outre-mer, Aix-en-Provence (Archives Nationales, France). Concession de Paris is thought to be the 

location of French trading post founded in 1718.  
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In July of 1977, the Louisiana Archaeological 

Society held a summer field workshop at the Fish 

Creek Site in Grant Parish.  Tasks included “surface 

collecting, instrument survey, and excavating 

exercises “as well as lectures and lab activities 

(Woodiel 1977).  Three test pits reportedly were 

opened, but their locations are not reported.  A small 

collection of artifacts resulting from that work is 

present in the repository of the Louisiana Division of 

Archaeology in Baton Rouge, but no analysis of this 

material has been conducted.   

The Fish Creek Site is a prehistoric mound 

center situated along the lower reaches of Fish Creek, 

a tributary of Little River.  Most of the site, including 

five identified mounds, lies on the Little River 

Wildlife Management Area.  Recent attention was 

directed toward the site when Mr. Trevor Fry of 

Alexandria purchased a tract of private property 

surrounded by the WMA.  In July 2011 Steve Smith 

of the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and  

Fisheries and I re-located each of the five mounds 

and, using a GPS and LIDAR elevation data, were 

able to obtain a more accurate general map of the site 

(Figure 1). 

The site is situated on a remnant of a Pleistocene 

terrace that is surrounded by Holocene floodplain 

deposits associated with Little River.  Two relatively 

large mounds are present (Mounds A and D), along 

with three low mounds (Mounds B, C, and E).  

Mound D was mapped with a transit in April 2012.  

The mound is just less than 3 m tall and conical in 

shape.   A shallow depression at the summit suggests 

that treasure hunters have dug into it, but the digging 

does not appear to have been recent, and was not 

deep.  Mound A, the largest at the site, measures 

approximately 45 m by 35 m and has a level summit.  

Although it has not been mapped, it appears to be 3-4 

m high.  The mound is rectangular in outline with 

well-defined corners.  Several shallow holes are 

present at the top, but none appear to have significant 

depth.  The remaining three mounds (B, C, and E) are 

1 m or less high and dome-shaped.  A shallow hole is 

present in Mound C. 

In September 2012, Louisiana Archaeological 

Society members from the Northwest and West 

Louisiana chapters assisted me in excavation of 15 

shovel tests.  We also made surface collections from 

three disturbed areas.  Analysis of the artifacts is in 

progress.  A distinctive feature of the site appears to 

be the presence of very high densities of chipped 

stone debitage, almost all from reduction of local 

pebble cherts.  A few dart points and preforms 

suggest that a substantial Archaic occupation is 

represented.  Sherds are not numerous, but were 

recovered throughout the site.  Most of the pottery is 

undecorated with the few decorated specimens 

relating to the Coles Creek Incised and French Fork 

Incised types. 

Despite indications of numerous shallow 

treasure hunters pits into the mounds and intervening 

areas, negative impacts to the Fish Creek Site are 

minimal.  The presence of the site in a remote 

wooded area where no plowing or construction has 

taken place has preserved the mounds in remarkably 

good condition.  Additional testing and mapping are 

planned. 

 

Return to the Fish Creek Site (16GR17) in Grant Parish 
By Jeff Girard, NW Regional Archaeologist, Northwestern State University, Natchitoches 

 
 

LAS members helping Jeff Girard screen fill from a 

shovel test at the Fish Creek site (16GR17). Photo 

provided by Johnny Guy 
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 Figure 1 is a contour map showing the 

locations of recent investigations among 

the mounds at the Fish Creek site.  

 

Figure 2 presents a sherd of French 

Fork Incised prehistoric pottery and an 

earlier corner notched projectile point 

that indicates a multicomponent 

occupation of the site. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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           MEETINGS, FIELDWORK, EXHIBITS, WEBSITES, ETC. 

American Indians of Iberville 

 

This is presented as the seventh exhibit in People of Iberville 

series. 

 

Iberville Museum, 57735 Main St.,Plaquemine,LA,70764 

 

(225) 687-7197 for more information and hours or check their 

Facebook page: Iberville Museum. 

 

50th Arkansas Archeological Society  

Training Program 
 

New excavations at a Montgomery County site are 

planned for the 50th year of the Arkansas Archeological 

Society’s Training Program in June 2013. We will be 

focusing our excavations at 3MN298, a multi-component 

site on the Ouachita River that is located within the 

Ouachita National Forest. The site is clearly a significant 

one, based on previously documented cultural features 

(large refuse-filled pits) and the excellent preservation of 

organic materials (animal bone, mussel shell, and charred 

plant remains).   Go to www.arkarch.org for more 

information. Look for Training in the Activities tab. 

2013 SCHAC Meeting in Baton Rouge 

 

The annual meeting of the South Central 

Historical Archaeology Conference (SCHAC) is 

tentatively scheduled for October 5, 2013 in Baton 

Rouge, LA at the LSU Rural Life Museum.  

 

Lodging will be available at the nearby Drury Inn 

on Essen Lane. Check the Facebook page for the 

LSU Rural Life Archaeology Lab for updates. 

 

Annual meeting of the Arkansas Archaeological Society (AAS) 
 

Conway, Arkansas on September 27-29, 2013.  

 

Check the AAS website: www.arkarch.org for more information. 

http://www.arkarch.org/
http://www.arkarch.org/
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Louisiana Archaeological Society 

Membership Application and Dues Renewal 

For Year _________ 

Membership Category 

Regular…………………………………………………………………………. $20.00 __________ 

Associate……………………………………………………………………….. $5.00 __________ 

Student…………………………………………………………………………. $12.00 __________ 

Life……………………………………………………………………………... $200.00 __________ 

Sustaining………………………………………………………………………. $300.00 __________ 

Institutional (Museums, Libraries, Agencies (etc.)     ……………………….. $20.00 __________ 

 Subtotal __________ 

Member Information 

Name 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Organization/Affiliation ____________________________________________________________________ 

Address 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

City____________________________________ State _________________ Zip __________________ 

 

Phone Number __________________________________________ 

 

E-mail ____________________________________________________ 

 

Associate Member Name(s): _______________________________________________________________ 

 

Back Issues of LAS Bulletins are $10.00, but discounts are available for large orders. Special Publications are 

available for $4.00

#1- 1974 - out of print   

#2 - 1975 - out of print   

#3 - 1976 - out of print   

#4 - 1977 - out of print   

#5 - 1978 - out of print   

#6 - 1979 - out of print   

#7 - 1980 (  )   

#8 - 1981 (  )   

#9 - 1982 (  )  

#10 - 1983 - out of print  

#11 - 1984 (  )  

#12 - 1985 - out of print  

 

      Optional Tax Free Donation:  Roger T. Saucier Memorial Fund       _________________ 

 

Send Payment to:          

Julie Doucet, LAS Treasurer 

8863 Bayside Avenue 

Baton Rouge, LA 70806 
www.laarchaeology.org 

 

 

Membership, 

Publications, and Donation 

Total: ___________________________ 

Make Checks Payable to:  

Louisiana Archaeological Society 

 

#25 - 1998 (  ) 

#26 - 1999 (  ) 

#27 - 2000 (  ) 

#28 - 2001 (  ) 

#29 - 2002 (  ) 

#30 - 2003 (  ) 

#31 - 2004 (  ) 

#32 - 2005 (  ) 

#33 - 2006 (  ) 

#34 - 2007 (  ) 

#35 - 2008 (  ) 

      #36 – 2009 (  ) 

#13 - 1986 (  ) 

#14 - 1987 (  ) 

#15 - 1988 (  ) 

#16 - 1989 (  ) 

#17 - 1990 (  ) 

#18 - 1991 (  ) 

#19 - 1992 (  ) 

#20 - 1993 (  ) 

#21 - 1994 (  ) 

#22 - 1995 (  ) 

#23 - 1996 (  ) 

#24 - 1997 (  ) 

 

Subtotal    ____________ 

 
 

Special Publications 

 

#1 Stone Points of NW LA 

 

#2 Radiocarbon Dates 

http://www.laarchaeology.org/
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Information for Subscribers 

The Newsletter of the Louisiana Archeological Society is published three times a year for the society.  

Subscription is by membership in the Louisiana Archaeological Society (LAS).  Annual membership dues are 

$20 for individuals, libraries, and institutions, $5.00 for associates (relatives of individual members), and $12 

for students.  Life membership dues are $200 for individuals.  Sustaining membership dues for individuals or 

institutions are $300.  In addition to the newsletter, members receive one issue per year of the LAS bulletin 

Louisiana Archaeology.  Membership requests, subscription dues, changes of address, and back issue orders 

should be directed to the Treasurer.  Unless otherwise indicated, opinions stated herein are those of the editor 

and do not necessarily reflect society policy. 

 

Information for Contributors 

Send all notes, news, graphics and other communication to: 

Dennis Jones-LAS Editor 

Snail mail: 1801 Ormandy Dr. Baton Rouge, LA 70806 

Email: archaeoman.jones@gmail.com;  

If possible articles should be submitted by email, preferably in Microsoft Word.  Digital images are encouraged.  

Please send in TIF, JPG or Word format.  Contact editor via email with all questions. 

 

LAS Web Site  

www.laarchaeology.org 

 

LAS Officers 

President: Brad Lafitte, Mansfield, LA 

Vice President: Mark Richard, Lafayette, LA 

Secretary: Rachel Watson, Baton Rouge, LA 

Treasurer: Julie Doucet, Baton Rouge, LA 

Editor: Dennis Jones, Baton Rouge, LA  

Webmaster: Carlos Perez, Baton Rouge, LA  

All officers can be contacted through the LAS website  

 

Editor - Louisiana Archaeological Society 

1801 Ormandy Dr. 

Baton Rouge, LA 

70808 
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